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Abstract:
Cop is a slightly elliptical, knot-free stick made of flexible and dry wood, the length of
which is 80 cm, and edges of which are blunted. The game played on horseback with
this stick called cop is named particularly as ‘Egyptian Wood Game’. It is a traditional
equestrian game in which competitors on horseback try to make the sticks, by hitting
them on the ground, bounce over a thick rope connecting two poles with heights of 5-6
m and a distance of approximately 6-7 m in between. The Egyptian Wood Game played
frequently in Ottoman period and in the 1960s in Turkey was no more practiced in
Turkey for the last fifty years except a few locations in the West Anatolia. Significance:
Almost every day, a traditional cultural element disappears also in Turkey which is
among the countries deeply affected by the globalization of the world. This study was
conducted because the scope of studies on these issues diminished and there were even
no theoretical resources as sometimes there were no practical sources. Objective:
introduction of this traditional game, which does not exist in written records, to the
Turkic sports literature by correctly underlining its rules and procedures.
Methodology: Monograph was composed in the form a compilation, also observations
were included by paying a visit to Karapurcek town of Susurluk district of Balikesir
province of Turkey and certain unique and distinctive images were used. Result: It was
deduced that Egyptian wood game which was known to be played in the palace and its
environs in the late period of Ottomans was especially an integral part of social
ceremonies in the West Anatolia until the 1960s, and as of the 1960s, lost gradually its
character making it the constituent part of festivals and at present, was practiced only in
a limited format in a few small local festivals in combination with a performance of
drum and clarion.
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1. Introduction
‘Egyptian wood game’ (Ulken, 1946) is introduced as ‘stick game / stick dodging game’ in
certain documents (Ant, 1959) and ‘labud throwing game’ in some other resources
(Delibas, 1947). In all three cases, style and rules of the game are identical. However,
rituals of the game may vary and names attributed to the sticks thrown during the
game may partially differ from region to region. The game is named after the wooden
stick employed during the game. The main actors of the game are the horse, horse rider
and wooden stick held by the horse rider.
“Cop” is a slightly elliptical, knot-free, smooth stick made of flexible and dry
wood, the length of which is 80 cm, the diameter of which is 5-6 cm and edges of which
are blunted. Proper wood is selected for cop production and cop is produced in
conformity with certain specifications. The same applies to the stick called Egyptian
wood. On the other hand, it is viewed that the stick length reaches 1 meter in Usak
province of Turkey and its environs where Egyptian wood game is played. The length
of wooden stick cop is limited as 80 cm in Susurluk district of Balıkesir and in
Karapurcek town of Susurluk where the game is mostly practiced (Türkmen, 1996).
Slightly pear-shaped and with a particular aerodynamic structure, labud stick is thicker
and shorter than cop stick and it is in the category of striker weaponry which was used
in Ottoman period (Eralp, 1993).
Clear information as to when and by whom the game was devised was not yet
discovered. It is known that a version of cop game (Egyptian wood game) which was
named as ‘labud’ in Ottoman period (Hafız Hızır Ilyas Aga, 1987) was practiced with the
name ‘tayak’ by Egyptian Mameluke Kypchaks whereas the game was not played in
Central Asia (Turkmen, 1996).
Emerging as a combination of entertainment and competition in relation to
‘keskin cündilik’ (elite horse rider) games and especially the jereed (javelin) game among
these games in Ottoman period, ‘Egyptian wood game’ cannot be characterized in its
current shape either as a formal branch of sports or as a game of sports. There are
differences in its practice from region to region and its rules are not yet standardized.
That being the case, it cannot be described as a branch of sports, however, there is an
element of competition and achievement in cop game. In this sense of the argument, it
seems closer to a branch of sports. Thus, it can be asserted that it exhibits a character in
between sports and games.
All those feeling confident about his horse-riding skills, performance of his horse
and his muscle power are eligible to participate in the game. This game which is
practiced in general for entertainment on the occasion of festivals and marriage
ceremonies creates an ambience of exuberance and cheerfulness. Two poles, the length
of which is by 9-10 meters, are erected in an open space and poles are tied together with
knitted or hempen rope. The affluent people of the region or village attach items with
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varying material value such as money, gold, prayer rugs, towels, shirts. Horsemen with
a wooden stick reaching 1 meter in its length (Egyptian wood) ride their horses and
approaches poles, hit Egyptian woods in their hands to the ground from a proper
distance and try to bounce them over the rope. It is claimed in environs of Usak that the
best stick for Egyptian wood game is made of apple and celtis woods. This type of
wood can be bounced over a rope stretched 5-6 meters above the ground between two
poles. It is alleged in environs of Balıkesir that cornel wood is the best for cop game.
Bouncing the wooden stick from ground above the rope stretched tightly between poles
is called as ‘galgıtma’ in environs of Usak and ‘asırma’ in environs of Balıkesir. In
environs of Usak, ‘Egyptian jereed’ is another name attributed to this equestrian game
which is named as ‘Egyptian wood game’ https://www.usaksevdalisi.com/usakgenel/kuluplerimiz/133-usakcirit
1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this study is to correctly introduce this traditional game, which does not
exist in written records, together with its rules and procedures and add it to the Turkic
and world sports literature. Moreover, enhancing the attractiveness of cop game,
popularity of which declined, which is almost forgotten and practiced only in two
provinces in the Aegean region of Turkey, at least ensuring its expansion to other
regions of Turkey and avoiding the dangerous probability of its being forgotten.
2. Method
There is no object used as research material. However, discussion and conclusions,
three original documents from of the Premiership Ottoman Archives (POA) were used
in the study. While writing these documents for reference; First, the Premiership
Ottoman Archive (POA) abbreviation, then the fund code abbreviation, file number /
archive number (POA, DH.MTV: 44/16) was written. That is, it is classified according to
the International Council on Archives (ICA) format. Monograph was composed in the
form a compilation, also observations were included by paying a visit to Karapurcek
town of Susurluk district of Balikesir province of Turkey and certain unique and
distinctive images were used. In the study, descriptive identification and comparison
method was used.
3. Findings
This game was promoted by the horse-riders (kapı cündileri) of Ottoman generals
(pashas) who were appointed to Egypt after the conquest of Egypt by the Ottoman
Sultan Selim the Resolute according to historical records. It is known that Egyptian
wood game was practiced in Ottoman period prior to the introduction of jereed
competitions. Particularly in late periods of Ottomans, it is documented that the game
was played in Galatasaray High School (1868-1923). Hafız Hızır Ilyas Aga notes that:
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“while horse-riding, hitting the labud (wooden stick) to the ground and bouncing it high above
the rope stretched between trees, this was a game played sensually and magnificently by sharp
horse-riders…” (1987: p. 442).
M. Z. Pakalın refers to Mihrab, 839, the source of which we failed to ascertain, in
the First Volume of Ottoman History Idioms and Terms Dictionary and remarks the
following:
“While the horse was galloping, cutting with a sword blow into two the iron wire twisted
5-10 to 30 times covered with wet snow mat, stopping the horse suddenly, going around
in circles in a narrow and fictional location on horseback, hitting the iron labut (stick),
the length of which was one Ottoman yard, the thickness of which was four fingers, on
the ground while on horseback, bouncing labut above the rope stretched a hundred meters
above his hand, they were all the skills of horsemen.” (1983: p.16)
With reference to the History of Galatasaray High School by Ziya Bey, the
proponent of entente, M.Z. Pakalın furthermore notes the following about throwing
labut stick:
“All students of Galatasaray High School were busy with studying, playing tomak and
cop games in accordance with their procedures, and those interested in learning archery
were first paying respects to a master, practicing with a bow called kepaze which had a
loose grip and was easily handled, pulling the bow string 5-10 to 200 times to strengthen
their arm muscles and afterwards shooting arrows towards two bags full of weeds in
order to develop their martial abilities. Students responsible for studying here were acting
in a formal, well-disciplined and regulated manner… Following the afternoon prayer,
royal master used to allow them to perform excursions through certain games, and on
this occasion, they had entertainment with cop game exercises as a preamble to the
practice of jereed, tomak and javelin throwing and were wandering around the palace
square for a while.” (1983: p.17).
4. Discussion and Results
It is obvious that all three aforementioned games either named as ‘throwing labut’ or
‘cop game’ or ‘Egyptian wood game’ refer to the same game in these sources. However, it
was a highly exaggerated and incredible statement by M. Z. Pakalın noting that
“…hitting the iron labut (stick), the length of which was one Ottoman yard, the thickness of
which was four fingers, on the ground while on horseback, bouncing labut above the rope
stretched a hundred meters above his hand, they were all the skills of horsemen.” (1983-I, p.124).
Here it is alleged that iron cop was used instead of wooden one, this iron stick hitting
the ground was bouncing a hundred meters and dodging above the stretched rope and
the length of this iron stick was one Ottoman yard. The weight of an iron stick at this
length and thickness is supposed to be minimum 30-40 kilograms (Ant, 1962). It is
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evident that, irrespective of the weight of the iron stick, iron stick does not have the
property to bounce back upon hitting on the ground, and it is not possible to stretch a
rope between trees 100 meters above the ground as a target for the iron stick. When the
stick for labud, cop or Egyptian wood game is made of any type of wood, the reason for
paying attention to their flexibility besides their robustness is that they need to have the
ability to bounce back.
In general, ‘labud’ and ‘cop’ are terms written in printed documents about this
game in Ottoman Turkish (POA, AE.SABH.I.: 60/4205). There exist also village and
family names as Labut. For instance, a document stating that “It will be more proper for
the Ministry of Internal Affairs to pay the amount demanded as a quid pro quo for the people of
Labut village connected to downtown Uskub (Skopje)…” (POA, DH.MTV: 44/16). Moreover,
it is observed that words labud and labüd as Arabic adjective and adverb meant ‘to be
essential, necessary, indispensable’ and additionally meant ‘no separation’ (Devellioğlu,
1996). For instance, “…Although increasing the monthly wage of the employees of the
Department of Inheritance is deemed necessary by the Treasury of Foundations,…” (POA,
BEO: 1694/126980).
Nevertheless, according to Ottoman archives, use of words labud/labut, Egyptian
wood and cop do not pertain to the game under consideration. In other words, a
document titled Egyptian wood, cop or labud game do not exist in archives. Documents
where the latter word was stated had a different context as noted above. As mentioned
before, issues relevant to the game were addressed in printed documents only as of the
18th century.
5. Result
Egyptian wood, labut or cop, all these three names represent the same game. Except for a
version practiced in Mameluke State established by Kypchak Turks, Egyptian wood
game did not exist in any Turkic state other than Ottoman Empire. Especially after the
ban on jereed game by Mahmud II in Ottoman period, the popularity of Egyptian wood
game rose. It was ascertained that information on the game did not exist in Ottoman
archives but in printed books written for the last 150 years. Although there appeared to
be certain exaggerated remarks about the game in these resources, it was highlighted
that the game was among the physical activities performed by students of prominent
schools like Galatasaray High School particularly in the late period of Ottomans and
practiced just as other traditional sports branches especially the jereed in social
ceremonies organized by the people besides the Ottoman palace and its entourage.
It is seen that, in terms of the name, materials used and rituals applied, there are
slight differences between regions where the game is played. However, rules and
procedures of the game are identical and ideological and formal aspects of the game
overlap. Alp attributes such as Bravery, manliness, gallantry rest with the character of
the game, and on the occasion of the game, playing of Koroglu and welcoming folk
song together with the performance of drum and clarion just as in the case of traditional
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wrestling and the equestrian sports branch of jereed offers the challenging ingredient of
wrestler spirit to the participants.
Egyptian Wood (Cop / Labut) Game is practiced in a limited scope only during
wedding ceremonies only in Balıkesir, Usak and a few locations in Aegean region of
Turkey. At present, it almost began to be forgotten. This game practiced with horse
which is the main actor of Turkish national culture is not supposed to be played only in
wedding ceremonies in villages and small-scale organizations but also should be part of
large-scale activities arranged recently such as Malazgirt Victory Celebrations, Migrant
Games, Altai Hand Games etc.
Note
This study was performed in the context of the project titled as “KTMU-BAB-2018.
GOSAUM.01 No - Analysis of the Traditional Equestrian Sports in Kyrgyzstan and
Turkey”.
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